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Let f be a Ck-mapping into Ihl''', restricted to a compact subset of u;l". We
compute an upper bound on the a-entropy of the nearly critical values. This refines
some results of Yomdin. The bound depends only on dimensions, the differentiability
degree k, and estimates of the norms of the first and k th derivative off, l' 1994

Academic Press. Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION, NOTATIONS, AND MAIN RESULT

Critical points and values play an important role in applied mathematics.
In terms of I::-entropy we get more information about gaps between critical
values than by the well-known Morse-Sard theorem. In case that the image
space is only one-dimensional, the situation becomes quite easy (d. [L
Theorem 2.5.11]). A numerical application of the one-dimensional version
can be found in [8]. Let R be a positive real number, n ~ m, and k ~ 2.
Throughout this paper f: [0, R]" -> IRm will be a mapping which extends to
a Ck-mapping in some open neighbourhood of the cube [0, R)". The only
information we assume to have about.r are the following two bounds

C j := max{ II Dl(x l II max I XE [0, R]"}

and

C2 :=max{II/(k)(xlll max I XE [0, R]"},

with II ·11 max the operator norm induced by the maximum norm. In contrast,
we denote by 11·11 the Euclidian norm and the induced operator norm. By
Bmax(z, r) and B(z, r) we mean closed balls with center z and radius r in the
maximum and Euclidian norm respectively.

Let A c IR" be a bounded set and let N(I::, A) be the minimal number of
balls of radius I:: (in the maximum norm) necessary to cover A. The base 2
logarithm of N(I::, A) is called the f.-entropy of A (d. [3]).
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For the definition of nearly critical points and values, we need the
well-known concept of singular values (cf. [2J). In particular, for Pm the
smallest singular value of a matrix ME IH'" x n, n ~ m, we have

For ). ~ 0 and f as above we can now define (cf. Yomdin [6]):

• x is a A-critical point off, iff the smallest singular value of Df(x) is
less or equal A and

• y is a A-critical value of f, iff there exists a }.-critical point x in the
domain off such that y =f(x).

For ). equal to zero this gives obviously the usual definition of critical
points and values. For A near zero }.-critical points are nearly critical.
Nearly critical points may appear to be critical under only finite accuracy
of computation. Under small perturbations of f nearly critical points
remain nearly critical with a possibly larger A.

MAIN THEOREM. For f: [0, RJn -> IH'" a Ck-mapping, with k ~ 2, n ~ m,
c l , C2 as above and C2 '" 0 we need at most

6-balls in the maximum norm to cover all A( 6 )-critical values off restricted
to [0, Rr with

and

Interpretation. For A(6)';:; 6,6 tending to zero, the bound above roughly
grows like (l/6)"'~I+fn-"'+1)/k. If we have k>n-m+ I, then the total
volume of the covering tends to zero and there appear gaps between the
cubes of the covering, where only "numerically regular" values can be. So
one can easily find in any fixed area of the image space a finite lattice and
some I. > 0 such that at least one of the nodes is not a I.-critical value (or
at least 50% etc.). For this purpose we need the discrete bound, not only
its rate of increase (in the form of the fractal or entropy dimension) for 6

passing to zero. A special remark on the case k = n - m + I is made at the
end of Section 2. If C2 is equal to zero, then f is a polynomial. In this case
a better and more simple bound holds (cf. estimate ( 11 ».

Remark. By the use of auxiliary variables for the approximation of an
eigenvector in (3) (in Section 3; see below) we differ considerably from the
approach of Yomdin [6, 7], where subdeterminants are used. Via deter-
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minants one obtains a bound where essentially the factor k/l + /II in the final
result is replaced by (mk)", which is larger, if k is small.

In the rest of the paper we prove the main theorem.

Outline of the proof In Section 2 we replace flocally on Bmax(zo, r) by
its Taylor polynomial p = (p I' ... , Pm) T and see that the nearly critical
points and values of P correspond to those of f So we can compute the
bound of the main theorem via a bound on the e-entropy of the nearly
critical values of p restricted to Bmax(zo, r).

To this aim we give in Section 3 a semi-algebraic description of the
nearly critical points of p and partition them in sets iW l , ... , M /II with
respect to the direction of an eigenvector to the smallest eigenvalue
of Dp(x) Dp(x) T. The rest of the proof essentially gives a quantitive
description of the fact that p;(M;) cannot spread out independently of the
other components.

In Section 4 we are concerned with the number of connected components
of a semi-algebraic sets, with the construction of auxiliary curves and
estimates of their length. These considerations are used in Section 5 to
complete the computation of Section 3. Last but not least, the polynomial
result is transferred back to the original function f

2. NEARLY CRITICAL POINTS OF THE TAYLOR POLYNOMIAL

As f is a mapping into /Rm, we apply Taylor's formula componentwise. If
we choose for p = (p I' ... , Pn,) T the Taylor polynomial of f of degree k - I
in zo, we have for Ilx - 20 II max ~ r

( I )

Then the comparision of the Taylor expansion of the directional derivative
Df(x) z, x variable, 2 fixed, around zo, and the directional derivative
of the Taylor polynomial with respect to z gives an estimate of
IIDp(x)-Df(x)llmax similar to (1), with k replaced by k-l. Now let us
denote by P~I(X), p~(x) the smallest singular values of Dp(x) and Df(x),
respectively. Application of both mappings to such vectors of the sphere
that the minimal norm of the result is attained gives for the smallest
singular values

Ip~rx) - p~(x)1 ~ IIDp(x) - Df(x)1I ~ C2 j;; rk"!/(k -1)!. (2)

If C 2 is not equal to zero, we define r:= {(e {jk!/(2C2 ). Then the
approximational error of (1) is at most e/2 on Bmax(zO' r). We cover
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[0, R]" by at most (l + Rj(2r))" cubes of edge length 2r and study locally
the nearly critical points and values of the Taylor polynomial.

Remark. The Taylor polynomial of degree k gives a better estimate off
In this case one can replace C2 in the inequalities of this section by the
module on continuity of I(k>, Then one can choose r a little bit larger and
obtain, quite analogously to the quantitative result, the hard case of Sard's
theorem with minimal differentiability. However, as we did not assume any
quantitative knowledge about this module of continuity, we choose the
Taylor polynomial of lower degree, which is more simple from the semi
algebraic point of view.

3. SEMI-ALGEBRAIC SORTING

For each vector of the standard basis of the image space we sort out
those critical points, for which the corresponding ellipsoid Dp(x)(S"-') is
thin in this direction. This sorting must be done by polynomial inequalities
to apply results from real algebraic geometry later on.

For this purpose we consider the eigenvalues of A(x) := Dp(x) Dp(X)T
instead of the singular values of Dp(x). The smallest eigenvalue of A(x) is
less or equal (lI.(e))2 and there is a corresponding eigenvector pointing in
a direction "close" to the jth coordinate axis, if and only if

and yJ~lIyfjm. (3)

The second condition is true for any y for at least one j E { 1, ... , m }. Due
to the homogenity of (3) we may assume that Yi is equal to one and define

M; := {(x, u) E 1R"+m - 1 I Vi(U)T A(x) vi(u) ~ lI.(e)2 (l + lIull 2
)

and lIul1 2 ~ m-I}

with

Let n x: 1R1I + m - 1 -> 1R1I be the projection to the first n components; then
nA U7'= I M;) is just the set of all ;.(e )-critical values of p. The conditions (3)
are polynomial conditions, so M i is a semi-algebraic set.

We see below that p;(M;) cannot spread out independently of the other
components by the special construction of Mi' To this aim we consider
directional derivatives and obtain eventually the inequality (4) below. Via
integration over semi-algebraic curves, volume estimates are obtained from
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this inequality. Only by (4) we make use of the definition of nearly critical
points and values.

Let n~ be the projection eliminating the ith component.

LEMMA 3.1. For M; as above, x E n AM;) and Z E 1R" arbitrary we have

Proof The proof splits into three steps:

• First we need orthonormal bases, which we obtain by the singular
value decomposition of Dp(x) (cf. [2]). There are UEIR"'x"" VElR"xn
orthogonal, PI ~ ... ~ P"' ~ 0 such that

[

PI 0
Dp(x) = U 0 ".

Pm

nV (SVD),

We can transfer a weakened version of the properties of y in the definition
of M; to one of the columns of U: For U = (u ,) let uj = (ulj' ..., U",j)T be
the jth column of U. If xEMI , then there exists Y=(Yl, ... ,Ym)TElRn"
with Ilyll = 1, yTA(x) y ~ p.(e)2 and y; ~ 11m. In the orthonormal basis
(u], ... , um) we have the representation y=L;~I hjuj . Due to IYII ~m-l/2
we can find v in {1, ... , m} such that both Ihvl ~m-3/2 and IUlvl ~m-3/2. As
a consequence

implies P, ~ m 3
/
2

• A(e).

So u,. is the column of U we consider instead of y with the important
properties

lIui!' II ~ m- 3/2, P, ~ m 3
/
2A(e), (u I , ... , uII ) an orthonormal basis. (5)

• Second, using Schwarz's inequality one easily shows that for bE IR"',
IlE(O, 1),jE {I, ..., m} with IIhll = 1, U;~112 holds

V'VEIR"': (v 1.. b= IIn~(v)1I ~J1l1vll).

For the special case of (5) this yields

V'v E <U 1, ..., U,_ ], U,+], ... , UII>~: IIn~(v)11 ~ m- 3
/
2 Ilvll. (6)

• Summing up the previous considerations we have by (6) and (5) for
II' := Dp(x) z = (II'], ..., w,y = L;: J H'jUj

II f . li>jUjll ~m3/2(lln~(Dp(x).z)11 + Iln~(w,u,)II)
1= 1./1''/0
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By triangle inequality and elementary transformations we obtain the
desired result. I

For regularity conditions in Section 4 we need a version of (4) under
little perturbation of x. So we define

w(Ll, zo, r) := sup{ II Dp(x) - Dp(y )1/ I IIx - yll ~ Ll, x E B(zo, r), y E IRI/}.

Then we have for x in a Euclidian Ll-neighbourhood of JT,(M j ) 11 B(zo, r)

with

w(Ll, zo, r) ...... 0 for Ll ...... O. (7)

This is due to the fact that for IIDp(x)-Dp(y)1I ~w we have for the projec
tions that both IIDpi(x) - DPi(y)11 ~ w and 1I1l~(Dp(x) -1(Dp(y))11 ~ w.

Now we begin with the construction of the covering. Without loss of
generality we assume that i = 1.

First we take care of those directions of the image space for which we
have no special restrictions, only the general bound to the first derivative
of p. We can cover

with (m - 1)-dimensional (2e)-cubes, only using the bound

'VXE [0, R]" n Bmax(zO' r): IIDp(x)lImax ~ c= C/ + Czrk -I(k -1)1. (8)

We need at most (ere - I + 1)/11 - I such cubes.
The difficult part is the estimate for the first component. Let 0 be one

of the cubes fixed. We consider the image under p I of those nearly critical
points of P in Bmax(zo, r) which are mapped into 0 by (pz, ..., Pl/)' The
number of e-intervals we need for this covering gives the last factor for the
desired estimate.

We can write 0 in the form o = Bmax(Yo, e), YO=(Y2,O"",YIII.O)T. To
reduce the number of polynomial conditions, we replace the cubes by
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Euclidian balls just including them. So the subset of nearly critical points
we are interested in has the form

" rn

I (Xl-Zi.0)2~r2n, I (Pj(x)-Yj,Of~c2(m-1)
i= l j= 2

and II u 11
2 ~ m - 1}

with Zo = (ZI, 0' ... , Z", 0)/' Then we have for M:= nAM j ( 0, e))

(9)

and it suffices to cover PI(M) with (2e)-intervals. To this aim we need

• bounds on the number of connected components of PI(M) and

• bounds on the total length of PI(M).

The number of connected components of PI(M) is less than or equal to the
number of connected components of the bounded semi-algebraic set
M I (0, F.). This number is bounded independently of e, 0 (cf. Section 4).
To show that the total length of P I (M) tends to zero for c, A(e) -> 0 we need
the special choice of M 1 in (9) via (3), For any set SC IR" let [SL be the
J-neighbourhood of S. We replace M by a family of semi-algebraic
eX-curves, (.1'.1).1>0' with uniformly bounded number of connected
components, .1',1 c [ML and PI(M) c [p\(s,l)L. We obtain

total length (pdM))~limsuplength (pt('SA)).
A ~o

Now application of (7) to DpI(S,1(t)p,1(t) yields

length(PI(sA)) ~rm 3
/
2 II (Dp2(SA(t)), ... , Dp"J\·A(t))fsA(t)1I dt

o

+r(1 + m 3i2
) m 3i2 (A(C;) +w(J, zo, r)) IlsA(t)11 dt. (10)

o

So the estimate of the total length of P I (M) is reduced to the construction
of the (sJ)A>O and estimates of the lengths of the curves (.1',1) and
«P2' ..., Pm)T (.1',1)) for ,1-> O.

For length (.1'.1) a constant bound independent of ,1 is sufficient, as ),(e)
is small. The length of «P2, ..., Pm)T (.1',1)) tends to zero with c, as the curve
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moves inside a ball of diameter 26~ and the number of changes of
direction of a semi-algebraic curve is bounded in polynomial degrees only,
i.e., independent of J (cf. Lemma 4.3 ).

4. SEMI-ALGEBRAIC ESTIMATES

Let A be a semi-algebraic set of the form

a

A= n {xElRqlpAx)~O},
J= 1

a

d:= I degree(p).
j~l

We call XE IRq a non-degenerate solution of the system fl(.x) = ... =
j;"(x) = 0, m';;; q, if and only if Df(x) is surjective with f:= (fl' ...,1",).

In the next two lemmata the following idea (cr. [4]) is used: For a (poly
nomial) manifold {x E (Rq Ip(x) = O} one may choose a generic linear form
I, so that all critical points of I restricted to the manifold are non
degenerate. These critical points are non-degenerate solutions of the poly
nomial system obtained by the Lagrange multiplier rule. The number of
such solutions is bounded by the product of the degrees in virtue of the real
version of Bezout's theorem (cf. [1]).

LEMMA 4.2 (cr. [7], Theorem 4.5). For A as above the number of
bounded connected components is at most (~) d(d-l )q.

LEMMA 4.3. For A as above, A compact, p E lR[xo, ..., x q ] of degree d we
obtain a family of semi-algebraic C'L-curves, (s"')", > 0' s.1 = (s1, ... , s:) T with

• s.1 C [A].1' p(A) C [jJ(s.1)]", and the number and degrees of the poly
nomials defining the curves independent of L1

• sf attains a generic value at most (d + 2d)q times for all 1,;;; i';;; q.

For any polynomial Po E lR[x l' ... , x q ] of degree do we further have

• Po 0 s'" attains a generic value at most (d + 2d)q do times.

Proof We make use of some ideas to be found in [7]. However, the
bounds there are very much too large for our special case and do not
include the bound for the curve of Po 0 SA. SO we give a sketch of the proof
here.

Construction of s"'. In fact Lemma 4.3 is based on the same ideas as
Lemma 4.2, only an additional parametrisation (in the image of p) takes
place. The graph of piA is approximated by some components of a poly
nomial manifold G := {(x, y) E (Rq + 1 Ip(x, y) = '7}, where p is the product
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of the slightly perturbed polynomials Pi of the definition of A and p± £.

Milnors idea is applied to all but finitely many cross sections
G, = {x E IRq I p(x, y) = I)} restricted to the relevant components of G.

The choice of I) and I uniformly for all but finitely many y is possible
essentially with the following ideas. First we have that I) and I may be
chosen generically for fixed y. Second, by the compactness of A, the
requirements for Milnor's approach and Bezout's theorem are stable under
little perturbations in all variables (in y, too). Third, by representation
as a semi-algebraic set, we get a bound to the number of connected
components of the set of y values without the desired properties uniformly
in I), I (cf. Lemma 4.2).

With the parameter y the critical points of I on each cross section form
a curve Cd and the projection nAcd

) gives SA. From the special choice of
I in Milnor's approach we have that the implicit function theorem can be
applied-so we obtain C')-functions.

Intersection multiplicities. Now the condition that .1'1 or p(sJ) attains a
certain value simply gives the last polynomial equation to the system of
equations describing the implicit function Cd and one can apply Bezout's
theorem directly. By this simple idea we reduce the estimate of [7] by a
factor exponential in q.

It is easy to show that the 2-tuples of regular points and corresponding
values of the curves .1'1 and Po(s'!) respectively are non-degenerate solutions
of the system of equations above. The regular values of the CX-functions
are dense by Sard's theorem (cf. [5]). As A is assumed to be compact and
bounded and the semi-algebraic curves are smoothly extendable [1], so the
set of regular values is open, too. I
From the intersection multiplicities and the diameter of A, Po(A) one easily
obtains estimates for the lengths of the curves .1',1 and Po SA: Let
.1': [0, I] -> /R", .I' = (.1'1' .•• , s,,), be a C I-function. Further assume that .1',

attains a generic value at most hi times and Si(t)E [a, b] for all tE [0, I];
then

length(s) = r 1105(1)11 dt ~ f r lo5,(t)1 dt
o '~l 0

and

f~ jo5j(t)! dt'::;;hj(b-a).

This remains true, of course, if s is only piecewise differentiable and
not even continuous. In particular the observation above allows the
computation of the length of any projection curve of s.
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5. FINAL EVALUATION
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Now we choose for A the set M1(D, e), for p the polynomial PI and for
Po the polynomials P2' ..., Pm (cf. Sections 2 and 3). Then we have d=4k,
q = n + m - 1. Construction of SA according to Lemma 4.3 gives a curve
with the properties necessary to continue the estimate (10). We get

lim sup length (SA ) ~ n . 2r fi . (6k t + m - I
A~O

and

So we have by (10) and elementary transformations

Lemma 4.2 gives (~)(4kt+m-l as an upper bound for the number of
connected components of MI(D, e). Projection and application of PI only
decrease the number of connected components, so the bound holds for
PI(M), too. We divide the bound on the total length by 2e and add the
bound for the number of connected components. This gives a bound for the
number of 2e-intervals necessary to cover PI (M). Multiplication with
(ere - I + l)m - I (for all possible choices of D) yields a bound to the
number of 2e-cubes necessary to cover p(n.(M 1 ) (\ Bmax(zo, r)) (cf. (8) and
(9». Due to symmetry the bound for M 1 holds for M i , 2 ~j ~ m, too. So
we need at most

(11 )

e-balls in the maximum norm to cover all A(e)-critical values of P on
Bmax(zo, r).

Now we return to our original function f By the choice of r = r(e) in
Section 2 we get a covering of all ;.(e )-critical values of f restricted to
BmaAzo, r) by covering all (A(e) + ek fil(2r)-critical values of P with
el2-balls and blow each ball up to an e-ball. Replacing e, A(e) by el2 and
;.(e) + ek fil(2r), respectively, we can therefore use the polynomial result
(11) with an additional factor for the number of r-balls in the maximum
norm necessary for a covering of [0, R]n, the original domain of f This
yields the result of the main theorem.
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